Look Up Similes:

Complete these similes and fill in the answers in the word snake below. The last letter of each answer is the first letter of the following answer. The first two have been done for you.

If you don’t know the simile, look up the word on the left in the *Oxford Primary Thesaurus* to help you.

1. as **light** as a *feather*
2. as **snug** as a bug in a *rug*
3. as **good** as ______________________________
4. as **tight** as a ______________________________
5. as **quiet** as a ______________________________
6. as **slippery** as an ______________________________
7. as **brave** as a ______________________________
8. as **hard** as ______________________________
9. as **white** as a ______________________________
10. as **warm** as ______________________________